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Very busy town in the world

Kang Geoyng Su 

Someone-looks like monster just walk slowly. 

Everyone begins to chase the little monster. What 

is the identity of this sensational monster? Bo-

logna Ragazzi Award winner Kang Gyeong Su, 

asks everyone living for today. “We always busy, 

so happy now?” 

Rights for all languages available 

210*290 l 36 page 



I will dance

Kang Geoyng Su 

“I will dance. Because… just like it!” A girl dancing 

not only in the rainy day but also the sunny day. 

The girl always thinking she like it. This picture 

book cheer for all the dreams of the children in 

the world.  

Rights for all languages available 

220*270 l 40 page 



Babiana: Happy family

Yong-min 

A Babiana means happy family in the language of 

flowers. This Picture book told that even if long 

time passes, the family always together! 

Rights for all languages available 

190*270 l 40 page 



★Rights sold China  

 210*230 l 52 page 

My father

Kang Geoyng Su 

When humans are born into this world, 

man first  meeting is just  the parents. 

Father is our first friend and the best 

friend. This picture book is for us to realize 

the love of the father. 



My mother

Kang Geoyng Su 

The greatest love of mother’s in the world! This 

picture book included text only “mama”, but 

enough for get deeply touching with brilliant 

illustrations. The readers could be impressed in 

common people’s life. 

★Rights sold China, Mexico, Chile 

210*230 l 48 page 



Rights for all languages available 

210*230 l 40 page 

Today is very special day! Because I’ll adventured to  

precious with my friends. I’ll be there whatever happens. 

Let’s see what happens today, and next day! 

Very special day

Yoon Tae-kyu 



Hungry  spider

Kang Geoyng Su 

A hungry spider struck the 

web. The worm is caught in 

the web, the frog who is 

about  to eat  the bug is 

caught.  Even the tiger is 

caught in a web. How big is 

the spider really? 



Red car

Han Yeon Jin 

The car is in a hurry because it want to walk the rainbow. 

But rainbow is far from the road. This book makes us 

think of the meaning of companionship. 

To be Published on Jul 2017 
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Rocket Penguins & 

Wonderful animals

Text by Jesse Goossens  

llustration by Marije Tolman  

Bologna  Ragazzi  Award 

winner Marije Tolman, illus-

trates in her distinctive style 

curious, funny, unbelievable, 

disgusting and weird facts 

about different animals. 

Korean edition l 244*290 l 60p  

Original Copyright Lemniscaat 

Monster book

Alice Hoogstad 

You’d better keep the cra 

ons out of reach of your 

children after reading this 

book-they  might  get  too 

inspired! 

Korean edition l 230*280 l 32p 

Original Copyright Lemniscaat 

Follow the Firefly / 

Run, Rabbit, Run

Bernardo Carvalho 

A picture book with two 

titles and two covers, that 

can be read from back to 

front! Firefly in his search 

for a flashing light and the 

second  storyline  about 

Rabbit’s escape. 

Korean edition l 220*260 l 32p  

Original Copyright Planeta tanjerina 

Rain Won’t

Text by Kenji Miyazawa 

Illustration by Koji Yamamura 

Kenji Miyazawa’s “Rain Won’

t” into deeply touching pic-

ture book. Global animation 

writer,  Director  Mr.  Koji 

Yamamura drew freshly. You 

can find own life through this 

poem book. 

Korean edition l 202*297 l 40p 

Original Copyright Imaginsha 



CLAP, CLAP!

Madalena Matoso 

A  book  of  sounds  where 

your hands make the noise! 

Help tell a story of noise and 

sound—  no  batteries  re-

quired, just your hands on 

each side of the cover. 

Korean edition l 210*250 l 40p 

Original Copyright Planeta tangerina 

De steltenloper

Mattias de leeuw 

A man cuts his cabin and 

makes long legs. Then, he 

leaves the road. He crosses 

the mountains, the sea, and 

travels the world... What will 

be waiting for the end of the 

trip? 

Korean edition l 215*305 l 40p 

Original Copyright Lannoo 

Nobody passes!

Text by Isabel Minhó s Martins 

Illustration by Bernardo 

The general in this story thought 

the quickest way to become a 

hero was to appear in a book. 

No need to do anything special. 

Then, one day, the general made a 

decision. 

Korean edition l 210*250 l 40p 

Original Copyright Planeta tangerina 

RAIN!

Text by Linda Ashman 

Illustration by Christian Robinson 

Kenji Miyazawa’s “Rain Won’t” 

into deeply touching picture 

book. Global animation writer, 

Director Mr. Koji  Yamamura 

drew freshly. You can find own 

life through this poem book. 

Korean edition l 205*255 l 40p 

Original Copyright HMH 



As Time Passes

Text by Isabel Minhó s Martins 

Illustration by Madalena Matoso 

A  boy  grows.  A  pencil  gets 

shorter.  As time passes,  some 

things are lost. Others are gained. 

We can see time. As time passes 

everything passes by. But, even 

though time passes…… 

Korean edition l 197*220 l 48p 

Original Copyright Planeta tangerina 

HERMAN and ROSIE

Gus gordon 

There are favorite oboe playing 

crocodile and jazz singing deer, 

HERMAN & ROSIE. This book is 

continues to impress and make 

waves with children and adult 

around the world. 

Korean edition l 280*280 l 40p 

Original Copyright InkWell 

TERRIBLE

Text by Alain Serres 

Illustration by Bruno Heitz 

A picture book with two titles and 

two covers, that can be read from 

back to front! Firefly in his search 

for a flashing light and the second 

storyline about Rabbit’s escape. 

Korean edition l 280*280 l 40p 

Original Copyright RUE DE MONDE 

Somewhere else

Gus Gordon 

George has  no  interest  in 

exploring the world. He’s far 

too busy at home baking fine 

pastries. But when his friend 

Pascal digs a little deeper, the 

real  reason  George  won’t 

leave home is finally… 

Korean edition l 250*250 l 40p 

Original Copyright InkWell 



Frank Ash’s best board book 

The Last Puppy l Just Like Daddy l  Goodbye House 

A Book Hope for last, Love for daddy, Thanks for memory! 

This Korean edition of a beloved classic features the 

original text and art with an updated design. 

Korean board book edition l 150*170 l Original Copyright Simon & Schuster ⓒ Gus gordon 


